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MINOR Model Release and Actor’s Agreement

By agreeing to participant in ONE Compelling Picture of Compel Inner-Province LLC’s Production(s) with the
working title “Grace to Forgive”; I hereby:

(1) give consent for ONE Compelling Picture of Compel Inner-Province LLC (CIP OCP) to use photographs,
videos, images, and/or non-confidential audio taken of me by CIP OCP or any of its agents in documents or
publications, whether written, oral, or electronic, including but not limited to print, online, and video
publications;

(2) release CIP OCP and its employees and agents and any outside third parties from all liabilities or claims
that I might assert in connection with the above-described uses;

(3) waive any right to inspect, approve, or receive compensation for any materials or communications,
including but not limited to photographs, videotapes, website images, and written materials, that incorporate
photos, video, images, or audio of me; and

(4) acknowledge that I understand that if photos, video, images, and/or audio of me appear on a website,
these materials could be viewed and downloaded on any computer or other electronic communication or
storage device.

I have read this model release form carefully and fully understand its meanings and implications.

To evidence the parties’ agreement to this Actor Agreement, each party has executed and delivered it on the
date stated under that party’s signature, with this Agreement being effective on the date stated in the preamble.

I, ____________________________, the parent or legal guardian of _________________________ [Child]

grant Compel Inner-Province’s ONE Compelling Picture [Party Receiving Permission] my permission to use the

images captured via video, film and or photography described as “Grace to Forgive”.

Furthermore, I understand that no royalty, fee or other compensation shall become payable to me by reason of

such use.

EXTRAS / MINOR

_________________________

Production Company

_______________________
PARENT
on behalf of
__________________________
MINOR

By:

Compel Inner-Province LLC

PARENT/GUARDIAN
SIGNATURE

Dated Dated
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